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fi ve starlings   glossy   greenish black   forage 
in the patchy back lawn under a

cloudless august sky  watching them bend 
and peck in a loose circle i wonder

which of them is unpartnered   and there i 
go   anthropomorphizing avian behavior

with no basis in fact   it's a bad habit   in-
jecting myself into random scenarios

unrelated to anything but the fi re in my 
brain   assigning the personal to random

happenstances unrelated to anything but the 
circumstances of my own so-called life

neurons fi ring   blood fl owing   my lungs reli-
able bellows   infl ating   defl ating   heart

on automatic pilot   i'm the center of the 
universe and a meaningless speck of star-
dust

all at once   quite a trick when you think 
about it   but untethered as i am from all 
but 

my own exquisite existence it's the best i can 
do   a nimble seesaw of anomie and ego

dueling on a deserted plain   as i sit watching 
those birds   blessed with no thought of

heaven or hell  accountable only to the in-
structions with which they're born

Nit-Picking
Poetry

Laura Lykins
Tracy, California, USA

I’m never satisfi ed with my work
I crumple up every page at one point or 

another
And then I ultimately
Must admit to myself
That they must be smoothed out

IRONED

And I scratch out all my words
Grinding ink into the paper and blacking out 

every thought
Until I stop for a moment
And begin rethinking
Choosing to undo my horrid marks

Blotting
Whiting-out  E d i t i n g

Because
My words are not bad
And my writings mean something
These pages have worth
My intent should be heard
Not lauded or shouted
But quietly read
As something once unworthy

A Murmur in the 
Dark
Poetry

Shae McKoen
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

Press a stethoscope against my chest
and you will hear a concoction of cacopho-

nous sounds,
the creaking and clashing of heart valves
trying to open and close,
and backwashed blood leaking through the 

cracks.

If you listen closely, you can hear the fi ngers 
snapping inside

the blood pumping like water through the 
pipes.

And if you listen even closer,
you can hear my murmur in the dark,
my heart’s silent little cry,
because she beats the same blood 

over and over again


